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Here’s a photo from my outings at the Wild Animal Park Butterfly Exhibit (it looks much better 
in print, honest!). I used a Canon 100/2.8 Macro lens, one of Canon’s best values for US$470 
from B&H Photo Video in New York. For anyone interested in capturing photos of extremely 
small objects at near life-size or larger, a macro lens is one of the best investments. However, for 
those who just want to dabble in macros, there are several other ways to get into the game. 
 

 
 
First of all, macro photography without a tripod is a fool’s game. You’re just wasting your time. 
Buy a good tripod and head. A minimum setup will cost around $150-$200. A good tripod will 
cost around $400-$500 and it gets crazy from there. 
 
The cheapest, easiest way to get into macros is with extension tubes. Kenko tubes, which come 
in sets of 3 for about US$170, are the most popular. The 3 tubes are in lengths of 12mm, 20mm 
and 36mm and can be stacked to create longer tubes up to 68mm. These are simply hollow tubes 
that fit between your lens and camera body. The only electronics to speak of are contacts to pass 
the signals from the lens to the body and back. The tubes simply move the focal point of the lens 
further forward and create a larger image on the sensor (film). This means just about any lens in 
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your kit can be used with extension tubes as long as the total length of the tubes is less than the 
focal length of the lens. Keep in mind that your minimum focus distance is much shorter with an 
extension tube and DoF is practically nil. Also, magnification is less as you use a longer lens. So, 
a 50mm lens with an extension tube will give greater magnification than a 200mm lens with the 
same tube. Because there are no lenses in extension tubes, there’s no loss of light. Here’s a good 
primer on extension tubes. 
 
Next in price are close-up lenses. These are simple lenses that screw onto the front of your 
existing lens and magnify the image. Because you’re adding a lens in front of your existing lens, 
quality is important. Poor quality close-up lenses can be purchased for less than US$50 but the 
quality leaves much to be desired. Also, because you’re adding extra lenses, there will be light 
loss. It’s best to stick with known brands of close-up lenses such as the Canon 250D and 500D. 
The biggest downside to close-up lenses is that a different size is needed for each filter size. If 
you want a close-up lens for different size lenses, you’ll have to buy multiple close-up lenses or 
step-up/down rings. A really fun and cheap macro is an old manual focus ~50mm lens mounted 
backwards on a moderate length lens (~100mm-200mm) with a reversing ring. I’ve done this 
with an old Pentax 55/1.8 and the results were spectacular but the working distance (how far I 
can be from the subject) leaves a lot to be desired. 
 
At the top of the macro food chain are the true macro lenses. Canon macro lenses range in price 
from US$240 for a 50/2.5 macro to over US$1200 for a 180/3.5. Nikon offers similar macro 
lenses albeit at slightly higher prices. There are also many 3rd party macro lenses available from 
companies like Sigma, Tamron and Tokina. Shorter macro lenses have shorter working distance, 
the minimum focus distance at which you get the greatest magnification. A 50mm macro is fine 
for studio use where your subjects are static and your lighting is perfectly controlled. For bugs 
and other critters, the longer working distance of a 100mm is useful to avoiding spooking them. 
How would you feel if a huge black lens approached you out of nowhere? Finally, the 150mm to 
180mm macros are good for nasty critters that might bite back such as snakes and certain insects. 
 
Finally, as you get deeper into macro photography, you’ll probably want to investigate ring lights 
or other macro lights. Here, you can get truly crazy. The least expensive Canon MR-14EX ring 
light is US$450 while the obscene MR-24EX is US$650. Nikons ringlights are in the same price 
range. 
 
Here’s a site that might whet your appetite for macro photography. Be sure to read his tutorial. 
It’s one of the best macro tutorials on the Web. 
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Canon 100/2.8 Macro Lens: 
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/bnh/controller/home?O=8454&A=details&Q=&sku=194451&is=
USA&addedTroughType=categoryNavigation 
 
Kenko 3-Piece Extension Tubes: 
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/bnh/controller/home?O=1095&A=details&Q=&sku=375238&is=
REG&addedTroughType=categoryNavigation 
 
Extension Tube Primer: http://www.shutterfreaks.com/Tips/ExtensionTube.htm 
 
Canon 250D Close-Up Lens: 
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/bnh/controller/home?ci=1&sb=ps&pn=1&sq=desc&InitialSearch
=yes&O=productlist.jsp&A=search&Q=*&bhs=t&shs=canon+250d&image.x=9&image.y=5 
 
Canon 500D Close-Up Lens: 
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/bnh/controller/home?O=NavBar&A=search&Q=&ci=8462 
 
Reversing Ring Tutorial: http://www.dpchallenge.com/tutorial.php?TUTORIAL_ID=40 
 
Canon 50/2.5 Macro Lens: 
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/bnh/controller/home?O=8454&A=details&Q=&sku=12145&is=
USA&addedTroughType=categoryNavigation 
 
Canon 180/3.5 Macro Lens: 
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/bnh/controller/home?O=8454&A=details&Q=&sku=112541&is=
USA&addedTroughType=categoryNavigation 
 
Canon MR-14EX Ringlight: 
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/bnh/controller/home?O=649&A=details&Q=&sku=194480&is=
USA&addedTroughType=categoryNavigation 
 
Canon MR-24-EX Ringlight: 
http://www.bhphotovideo.com/bnh/controller/home?O=649&A=details&Q=&sku=239656&is=
USA&addedTroughType=categoryNavigation 
 
Frank Phillips’ Beautiful Bugs Site & Tutorial: 
http://www.beautifulbugs.com/beautifulbugs/index.htm 
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